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Ealy and class do D.C. 
by Dee Shurling 
Washington, D.C. is an exciting, con­
fusing city which is financed by our tax dol­
lars, an d therefore should be visited by 
everyone who is paying the bill. 
Political Sc ience professor Dr. Steve 
Ealy took his American congress class to 
the city to get a first hand feel for what was 
being read about in the text books. The trip 
was educational and much more fun than 
writing a term paper. 
We left on the night of Sunday, October 
22 for our adventure in the American gov­
ernmental process and the navigation of 
thousands of flights of stairs. We rolled 
into town about 9:00 A.M. and began look­
ing around. Our first stop was the National 
Mall, which contains Washington's most 
famous sights. We visited the Lincoln 
Memorial, an a bsolutely grandiose struc­
ture th at inspires the diverse feelings of 
awe, pride, and insignificance of self. 
We decided to leave the Washington 
Monument to the tourists and proceeded 
directly to the Vietnam War Memorial. 
This was easily the most moving part of the 
trip. Observing this memorial was much 
more tha n a brief walk past a piece of 
polished black marble. The atmosphere 
was solemn and reflective, a sort of paying 
of respects and at the same time wondering 
about the sanity of war in general and this 
war in particular. The nearby tent set up to 
raise conscio usness about those soldiers 
who are still missing in action added to the 
feelings of sadness and waste. 
The theme of war was continued the 
next day as we took a tour of the Pentagon 
andmetwith Richard Cheney'schief speech 
writer, Dr. Jeff Salmon. Ironically enough, 
our tour guide w as a high school English 
teacher taking a few years of to serve in the 
Army. The size and structure of the Penta­
gon was impressive and Salmon gave us 
insight into how the Pentagon works with, 
or against, Congress. He explained that 
Cheney, who came to the post from the 
legislative branch, is better equipped to 
deal with Congress than past Secretary of 
Defense Casper Weinberger, who came 
from the executive branch.. 
All this was in teresting, but the Penta­
gon was not one of my favorite places. The 
walls were absolutely covered with paint­
ings of war, bloody depictions of every type 
of battle imaginable. These displays glori­
fied war and death i n a manner I thought 
was disgusting, not to mention depressing. 
Of course much of our free time was 
spent in the Smithsonian Museums. These 
are remarkable collections of knowledge 
about everything from primeval man to 
space travel. It would take much more time 
than we had to fully explore the museums, 
but we made some quick run throughs. My 
favorite was the Museum of Natural His­
tory, complete with mummies and an insect 
zoo that was home to gigantic cockroaches 
and terrifying tarantulas. Other sight see­
ing stops included the National Archives, 
where the original copies of the Declara­
tion of Independence, Constitution, and 
Bill of Rights, are kept and the Old Post 
Office Tower, which has the Congress Bells 
and a fabulous view of the city. 
An added benefit to this trip was that we 
learned how to use the underground Metro 
system. This included lessons in how to use 
the ticket machines and find a route as well 
as how to ignore people on the cars. Be­
cause we stayed at the Hotel Harrington, 
located in the center of everything, we were 
able to walk many places, and learned the 
dangers of crossing a busy street in a large 
city. 
The homeless element was much more 
noticeable in D.C. than in Savannah. These 
people were everywhere, and they were 
even camped out across from the White 
House. It was very moving to see these 
people wandering around while white 
stretch limos passed down the street. The 
gap is large and seems to be growing. 
On our last day in the city we took the 
obligatory tour of the White House and 
were amazed with Jackie Kennedy's deco­
rating ability. We were able to view the 
famousReagen china set and were instructed 
in presidential etiquette, I.E. where the Gor­
bachevs stand to be received. Actually, the 
tour was quite nice, although I felt like a 
peon viewing the king's estate. 
After the White House we went to the 
Old Executive Building, where most of the 
work of the White House staff is carried 
out. Here we met with Fred McClure, a 
Texan who has workedfor JohnTowerand 
Ronald Reagen and is now President Bush's 
assistant for legislative affairs. McClure's 
ob is to lobby Congress to vote the way the 
president wants, and he spoke with us about 
some aspects of his work as well as the 
difference between the styles of Reagan 
and Bush in dealing with Congress. We 
also talked to William Roper, a trained 
physician who is now deputy assistant for 
domestic policy. One question asked of all 
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Ealy's class poses on the steps of the White House during trip to D .C. 
Enrollment increase examined 
Class size is one characteristic that many 
feel is Armstrong's greatest novelty. There 
are usually no more than 30 students per 
class and the average class size is 18. Dean 
Megathlin views class size as "a UNIQUE­
NESS - even with our growth, ASC has 
managed to maintain the small size charac­
teristic. Here at Armstrong students are 
NOT JUST A NUMBER. There is a sense 
of excitement about the entire education 
experience among students, faculty, and 
administration." 
The overall atmosphere on campus is 
filled with energy. Armstrong State Col­
lege provides a feeling of warmth, while at 
the same time it helps students maintain the 
desire to learn and succeed. 
There are a variety of reasons as to why 
students have chosen Armstrong State 
College to receive their higher e ducation 
experience. And for all reasons known and 
unknown everyone at Armstrong hopes the 
growth will continue. • 
by Patrina Rivers 
The enrollment for the Fall Quarter 1989 
is 3,702, a 14.5 % increase. Armstrong 
State College achieved the largest increase 
this Fall, among State Senior Colleges. The 
reasons for the increase extend from pro­
gram offerings, recruitment, class size and 
the general atmosphere on the campus. 
Academic offerings include more than 
75 programs in the arts and sciences, teacher 
education and the health professions. Two-
year and four-year degree programs are 
available. All programs require a liberal 
arts core curriculum which provides a more 
well-rounded educational experience. 
Another important factor in the enroll­
ment increase could be recruitment. Arm­
strong now has two full-time recruiters. 
They play a major role in providing infor­
mation for those persons seeking higher 
education. 
C( ~— ^ 
Armstrong State College's 
1990 Who's Who recipients 
Heather Birkheimer Andy Pena 
Lisa Catron C. Elizabeth Rodgers 
Vernell Cutter Brad Smith 
Sandy Derocher Roger Smith 
Kelly Diamond Al Stephenson 
Mark Eversol Cherry Williams 
Becky Jackson Christina Wohlert 
Mike Mitchner 
Congratulations! j 
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EDITORIAL 
It's not in my job description 
ters then one will stand a better chance of 
by Lisa Catron getting the classes one wants and avoid all 
YME IPAtl 
Have you ever tried to get an answer to a 
question at a department on campus or an 
office in the administration building only to 
be told "We don't handle that you need to 
check with Once you toddle off 
to the office of you are told "Well, we 
don't handle that, you need to see 
Armstrong is not so big that its bureauc­
racy needs to be so specialized, Perhaps the 
logic of the powers that be is that once 
students are given the run-around enough 
times they will avoid asking questions; 
thus, the powers that be can crawl into their 
cubby holes and do whatever they do there. 
The attitude that permeates this campus 
the hassle of standing in long lines to regis­
ter. After pre-registrating for Winter quar­
ter, I'm not sure which is better. Since 
when did students have to dig into boxes to 
find their own information sheets. By the 
third day of advisement — not of registra­
tion — the three boxes looked like they had 
been through the bombing of Dresden. It 
was no wonder people couldn't find their 
sheets because the papers were strewn across 
the table and out of alphabetical order. 
By the way, where does it say a student 
has to find his own computer sheet. If one 
was lucky to find their computer sheet, then 
one could move in the line to get in the 
Registrar's Office to get get an opscan 
sheet to register. Good luck trying to find is one of "Well, that's not in my job descrip- Mlccl tu Icglslcr. ouou 1UCK uylng lo Iina 
tion. The job descriptions of every faculty a table, much less a chair, to fill out the 
and staff member should be amended to opscan. If the Registrar's Office wanted to 
Is success where it's at? 
read "serve the students and their needs 
and then their individual jobs should be 
outlined after that clause. With this clause 
inserted into their contracts, professors and 
staff will not have to worry about hedging 
questions to avoid stepping on another 
professor's, departments's, or office's toes 
for by helping a student they will only be 
doing their jobs. Perhaps the students should 
start saying "Well, that's not in my job 
description." After all, turnabout is fair 
play. 
Take for example pre-registration. The 
administration and departments advise 
students to pre-register to avoid thecrush of 
registration. Supposedly, if one pre-regis-
move the computer sheets outside, why 
didn't they have someone at the table to 
hand out the sheets so they stayed in some 
sort order. Things are getting a little more 
crowded at ASC since the enrollment in­
crease so why not move the pre-registration 
to another building. After all, the hallway 
in the Admin Building is just so big. 
Pre-registration is just one example of 
the "it's not in my job description" illness 
that plagues ASC. Once staff and faculty 
begin to work together then and only then 
will ASC be able to compete with GSC. If 
the barriers between offices and depart­
ments are torn down then watch out GSC 
ASC is coming on the rise. • 
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Wire service: College Press Service 
D^Rov^nn^ullef 
BSU coordinator 
Are you pursuing a life of success? Are 
you, "doing all right, makin' good grades?" 
Is "your future so bright, you gotta wear 
shades?" Is this really success? S ure, "fifty 
thou' a year, will buy a lot of beer," but will 
you be happy? Successful? I don't think 
so. 
My dad was a millionaire once. He 
owned a huge Lincoln Continental, over 
two thousand acres of land, plans on the 
drawing board for a new mansion in the 
suburbs of Montgomery, Alabama, speed­
boats, etc., but he wasn't happy or success­
ful as he came to understand success. My 
mom almost divorced him; he had a sore on 
his ankle that would not heal; he would go 
into coughing spasms that would not stop 
until he had almost passed out. Fortu­
nately, my father changed and he gave 
away his million dollars. 
priorities in his life to place 
"Seek ye first the kingdom ofGodandl 
these things shall be added u nto you,"is 
what the Bible says. My father has now 
found true success by building houses f« 
poor people. 
Are you reaching for what you know 
will make you happy or what you thinkwil 
make you happy? I feel that thereisagood 
chance that your outlook on liferightnow, 
today, will be your outlook for life. Weal 
know that parents get stuck in their ways, 
Why should you be an exception? Thereis, 
however, a good chance thatyoucanchange 
your life—if you what to. Yourabilitytodt 
so later is not as likely. True successisas 
elusive as your desire to find it. S uccess 
an achievable goal, and it is worth finding. 
Want to talk about it? The B aptisi 
Student Union has a free lunch everyFn-
day at 12:30 in the The Ba ptist Student 
Union Building. I'll see you there. * 
BSN students point 
Dear Editor: 
As baccalaureate nursing students we 
would like to point out a few inconsistencies 
the micle "Male nursing is on 
the rise , dated October 18, 1989 
The most obvious of these is the phrase 
thTn/ T"g" is "0 such 
SfflsSSSS 
exist. Another Dhrase "fiw • 0t 
is redundant. We understanTtLTdlis" 
P^S10 1,16 Atypical role 
nursing students in the h& non"feminine 
program? i 
^ use of the wS^m ^ CXCeption t0 
Baccalaureate 
department Since ih er,nng to this 
as a satire the assumnfi 618 "0t Written 
-Coo,e,sreS:X~e,S 
out errors in article 
"baccalaureate" (which means the deg® 
of bachelor conferred by un iversities 
colleges). The members of the Bacclaurtf 
Nursing Program at Armstrong S tat 
College are students who are endowed nit' 
the characteristics of intelligencs 
compassion, strength and caring necessar) 
to become nurses, not men or women 
Since®? 
Baccalaureate Nursing Class of J 
Editor's note: The editors stand km 
corrected for our unintentional e ff' 
which must have occurred during our . 
proofreading. We would like 10 P0"11' 
that the above letter was printed exm 
received, as is the standard polity 
obvious typos with the punct""11^ 
appearing outside the quotation 
one of the errors included. Believed 
the misspelling of baccalaureate ̂  
"bacclaureate" was also included 1 
all human, and everyone makes mast 
Thanks for bringing our mistakes to 
attention. 
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Faculty Speaks 
Reflections on 
by Robert Patterson 
1968 was the year that "Everything Went 
Wrong" according to William Manchester. 
In the first six months of that year an 
American ship was captured by the North 
Koreans, the Te t Offensive took place in 
South Vietnam, Martin Luther King, Jr. 
and Robert Kennedy were asassinated, and 
violence racked more than 100 college 
campuses across the nation. 
Students who entered Armstrong State 
College in the Fall of that year stepped 
through the Looking Glass into a different 
world. Ab ercorn "Extension" stopped at a 
barricade just sout h of the ASC Admini­
stration building, thus marking the further 
most reaches of civilization for Chatam 
County. Culture was safely ensconced 
somewherejust north of Gaston Street 
Entering Freshman were expected to wear 
maroon beanie caps and defer to the Upper 
Classmen at least until Rat Week was over 
and the Rat Queen had been selected to 
preside over the Rat Dance. Female stu­
dents were forbidden to wear either slacks 
or sh orts, an anachronism that was cor­
rected in November when the faculty voted, 
with eight dis senting votes, that the stu­
dents could be trusted to use "good taste" in 
their choice of clothing (although the fac­
ulty itself devoted fifty-five minutes of 
their time to a debate of what good taste was 
before deciding that it could not decide). 
There was st ill a Miss Geechee contest, 
there was no Ebony Coalition, and the 
highlight of the Spring Quarter was an 
annual celebration called Pioneer Days 
(reduced to Pioneer Day the following year 
and to nothing in the following decade). 
The time has come, the authorities said, 
To talk of many things: 
Of books—and laws—and duties to— 
Of caveats—and flings— 
And why your Elders know so much— 
And whether gifts have strings. 
One issue that dominated the 1968-69 
academic year wa s the concern shown by 
the Administration for the need to protect 
the students from themselves and the cam­
pus from the students. Thus a move was 
"tade to revise the Student Conduct Code, 
an unsolicited action that was viewed by 
many of the students as an extension of the 
in loco parentis concept that had dominated 
college life for many decades. The faculty 
committee charged with the responsibility 
of drawing up the Code finally agreed to 
invite an outside consultant from Tulane 
University. TheconsultantlabeledtheCode 
too legalistic" and "too bulky" and a 
lightly revis ed and shortened Code was 
approved by the Student Body and Faculty 
in the Spring Quarter. 
With that problem out of the way, Presi-
dent of the College Henry Ashmore and 
Uean of Students Rogers decided that there 
was a need to open up communication with 
toe student body and the faculty. Ashmore 
Promised to visit each academic depart-
Armstrong 
ment at least twice a year and discuss with 
them personally the problems that they 
might have; he also began a series of ar­
ticles in the Inkwell titled "As I Understand 
It." Ashmore's articles revealed a keen 
interest in keeping the Student Center clean 
and the faculty well dressed. Meanwhile 
Dean Rogers had established a telephone 
"hot line" between the Dean's office and 
the Student Center, a communication 
"Gimmick" (his own words) which the 
telephone company considered using as a 
model for other colleges. 
Another attempt to prove to the students 
that the authorities fervently desired greater 
student involvement in decisions affecting 
their lives came when faculty committees 
that had been previously open only to the 
faculty were now opened to students. The 
Faculty Lecture Concert Committee (which 
had sponsored lectures and concerts by 
such individuals as John Ciardi, Eugene 
McCarthy, Tom Paxton, Ralph Nader, and 
others) was one of the first committees to 
permit students members to vote: within 
the first year the mandatory attendance 
provision was eliminated; within five years 
the Lecture Concert Committee was elimi­
nated. 
I care for you, authorities said, 
I really empathize, 
While seeing them off to Vietnam, 
To win the glorious prize; 
Waving the flag and diploma too, 
Before the student's eyes. 
The Inkwell for those years, like so many 
campus newspapers of that time, was more 
"sixtyish" in style than in content. It fea­
tured many College News Service articles, 
it described college sporting events and 
results, it related the activities of the Greek 
and other campus organizations, and it rarely 
discussed the news that was making head­
lines in the national newspapers. Thus, a 
cursory reading of the Inkwell for those 
years is deceiving. There were interesting 
things happening in Chatham County and 
quite often ASC students and faculty were 
involved. The Young Democrats on the 
campus, who liked to call themselves the 
"YDs" in the style of the 60s, was an active 
group that campaigned successfully enough 
in 1968 to get one of its members, Joe 
Kelley, chosen as an alternative delegate to 
the Democratic convention in Chicago. 
Kelley became the editor for the Inkwell in 
1969-70 but did not turn the newspaper into 
a radical rag. The "YDs" also sponsored a 
Vietnam Teach-in on October 15,1969, an 
activity that attracted little attention until it 
was denounced by Mayor J.C. Lewis as 
filler with radicals and revolutionaries (this 
observation got a CBS news byte.) 
Radicalism was about as absent on the 
ASC campus in 1969 as it is in 1989. A 
small handful of students, probably never 
more than six, did attempt unsuccessfully 
to get a constitution approved by the col­
lege for a chapter of the Students for a 
Democratic Society. A poll of the student 
body, asking them if they would support the 
SDS, revealed that less than 3% of the 
student body was willing to see an SDS 
chapter on campus. Interestingly, another 
poll of the students revealed that less than 
3% had smoked marijuana, causing many 
conservatives to see a direct correlation 
between smoking dope and brain damage. 
Perhaps the closest ASC came to radi­
calism occurred in the Spring Quarter, 1969. 
Hayne Y. Dyches, Jr., a sociology profes­
sor, was arrested on February 27, 1969 
while he was teaching a night class on 
campus. The arresting officers, Field, 
Freeman, and St. Lawrence, charged him 
with contributing to the delinquency of a 
minor because he had permitted a seven­
teen year old to pick up The Great Speckled 
Bird, an underground newspaper they 
deemed obscene although none of them 
had read it, and had passed out that obscene 
paper on alocal high school campus. Dyches 
was suspended from teaching with pay for 
the rest of the academic year and the stu­
dents and faculty had a CAUSE. Soon, the 
American Association of the University 
Professors chapter on campus lodged a 
formal complaint and there were meetings 
by the students. By St. Patrick's Day, 
however, the issue had calmed down and 
was soon forgotten. Dyches remained 
suspended, the AAUP Bulletin listed ASC 
at the top of its institutions of higher learn­
ing censured for limiting academic free­
dom, and the YDs became involved in local 
politics. 
By the Fall of 1970, things were back to 
photo by B eth Cohen, SPS 
normal. Most students were working, 
commuting, and praying for that day when 
they could "Thank the Lordy" that they had 
their diploma. The revolution which had 
never come to the ASC campus was over. 
O Students, asked the Wise Old Men, 
Haven't you had your fun? 
When will you want to learn again? 
But answer there was none— 
And this was scarcely odd, because 
They'd lost most every one. 
Today, much has changed. Civilization 
now extends down Highway 204 past 
Georgetown all the way to 1-95 and out I-16 
past Dean Forrest Road. Culture still lives 
and thrives in the protective shadows of the 
Chatham Club in the mornings and the 
Oglethorpe Club in the afternoons, although 
there are occasional missionary ventures as 
far south as Oglethorpe Mall and Arm­
strong State College. More students con­
sult the Inkwell than the Morning News for 
inside information about what is happening 
in Chatham County. And students are no 
longer treated as children. • 
Editor's note: While watching Richard M. 
Nixon bid farewell to the nation in 1974, 
Robert Patterson stepped through the look­
ing glass for the last time. While he would 
continue to befascinated by Alice, he began 
an intermittent and to-date unsuccessful 
search for the remains and spirit of Am­
brose Bierce, singing Carrolls no more. 
Robert Patterson, his twin brother who had 
aged considerably since 1974, teaches his­
tory at Armstrong. 
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ASC Quoteline... 
Do you think that there is a drug and/or 
alcohol problem on campus? 
The Close of My Days 
College coaches make big bucks 
Lest any reader get the idea that every­
thing is wrong at Armstrong, let me hasten 
to inform you that it is worse at the football 
factories of the nation. 
I, for one, do not believe that any coach 
of intercollegiate sports deserves an annual 
salary that is higher than that of the presi­
dent of the school. For that matter, I don't 
believe the coach, any coach, should be 
getting a salary that far exceeds the salary 
of even the lowest professor. 
It boggles my mind to read in a copy­
righted story in the Detroit News that Bo 
Schembechler, football coach at the Uni­
versity of Michigan, is paid $137,419 a 
year. Or that Steve Fisher, also of the 
University of Michigan, is paid $95,000 
annually to coach the basketball team. 
Or that male athletic coaches at 
Michigan's public universities are paid 31 
per cent more than their female counter­
parts. The News obtained its information 
under the state's Freedom of Information 
Act. 
Eureka! At Saginaw Valley State Uni­
versity, the three women coaches averaged 
50 per cent more than the 20 men. 
No doubt the male coaches, except for 
those at Saginaw Valley have much to be 
thankful for this upcoming holiday. 
A headline in The Sporting News said: 
Perks put college coaches in clover." I'll 
say. Read on for a deeper insight into the 
values of America. 
Pay Perkins, ex-coach at Alabama, now 
coach of the Tampa Bay Buccal 
by Art Brooks NFL, really hit paydiit. In 1985 a 
prominent businessmen said thaiTf 
winning season by paying off the m0rtl? 
on Perkins' $200,000 homeinTW,? 
At Auburn, coach Pat Dye a ccorH 
.he SN, wiU have the £££' 
$400,000 estate taken caie of ^ 
tract. r 
The Sporting News includes thiseve 
opener: 1 
"Additional perks for m any coaches 
include the use of at least one car, a lily 
expense account for entertainment a nd 
travel, a clothing allowance w ith a lo cal 
store, a country club membership, $imj. 
lion to $2 million in life insurance, and 
increasingly, $1 million or more in retire' 
ment annuity." 
Vince Dooley, ex-coach of thellnivtr-
sity of Georgia, has gone to court to tan 
listing of his income while coaching. 
So, I suppose all that I can say is toil 
is not too late, switch to physical education 
and then move to Michigan. 
In my previous column I discussedlhe 
horrible buy-back situation at t he end of 
each quarter. I am pleased to let you know 
that at least one professor has the students 
in mind. The textbook for Dr. DavidNoble's 
class in Latin costs about $8.00 and it is 
good for three quarters of study. 
On Thanksgiving Day let us all remem­
ber to thankful for all the blessings in our 
lives. And there are quite a few of t hem 
Honest!!! • 
Myths and truths about Alaska 
Alaska is a very niceplace to live (believe 
it or not). I have lived there for the past 17 
years, and I find that people that have only 
read about Alaska in books, have seen a 
movie made in a part of Alaska, and/or have 
misconception about the large state I 
hope to put to rest these misconceptions 
Myth: It is always cold in Alaska. 
Truth: hisonlycoldin the winter. Average 
froSvTd f°r thC WintCr months ra"ge 
get to b6lOW' althouSh « can g to 50-60 below as it did last winter in 
f months, the wi h" ™ hnM 
Sometimes a sweltering inn ! 
obtained. "g 100 degrecs is 
T?i.: ,'!™ple in Al»ka live in igloos 
not any people in Alaska that i 
igloos. Most houses have 
conveniences such as electricity.pl 
telephones, and cable not o mentio; 
heat. 
Myth: In Alaska it is always dark 
Truth: In winter, the sun sometime 
up around 10 o'clock in the morr 
then goes down around 3 o'clock 
afternoon. The amount of darkness 
gets is based on the system called 
Daylight Saving Time. Everyday,a 
as 23 minutes of sunlight is lo st 
When spring arrives, as much as 23 n 
of sunlight is gained. Later in the su 
there is a period of total daylight. 
These were three of the most 
questions that I have received from ] 
in Savannah. I hope to have put a 
some of your questions to rest 
remember, even though Alaska may 
worlds away, it is not as far out as it s 
"^rawa °' 'he W'SS by JoesPh Babula 
IT i t was an eve FNR an 
the world." e^e' êre would be no eyes 
You never can tell nn*ii ie", until you try." 
©IMiV 
Faculty salaries examined 
by Lisa Catron 
A recent CPS article reported a study 
of Southern co llege professors' salar­
ies done by the Southern Regional 
Education (SREB). Faculty members 
at four-year public colleges across the 
country earn ed an average of $40,348 
in 198 8-89, while those in the South 
made $37,890. These figures come 
from the SR EB's yearly state-by state 
salary survey. 
In a memo to President Robert 
Burnett and Vice President Frank 
ButlerfohnStcgall,Vice President of 
Business and Finance, reported that 
"the avera ge budgeted faculty salary 
for senior colleges in the university 
system is 35,712" and ASC's actual 
average of $32.412 is 91 % of the system 
budgeted average." From this report, 
as compared to the SRE B's report, ASC 
professors receive less than the Georgia 
average an d less than the average of 
Southern professors. 
The fees listed on this page are the 
contracted salaries of 9 months (for 
some department heads their contracts 
are 12 months long), and these salaries 
do not reflect summer pay. Even if a 
professor were to teach a summer 
course—they are limited to only 2 
classes in the summcrquarter— making 
I S only about $3,(XX) a course. 
According to Stegall, 60% of tuition 
and fees is funnclcd into the cost of 
academic departments and the salaries 
of professors. In the past couple years 
Georgia has fallen behind the Southern 
States averageand Chancellor Propst is 
asking for a 9.0% increase for all 
professors in the university system. By 
this across the board raise, Georgia hopes 
to recover the dip it has taken in the 
Southern rankingsofprofessors'salaries. 
This proposed increase w ill bring Georgia 
back up to the top and make the state 
more competitive in recruiting professors 
on a national basis. 
According to Stegall, the percentage 
increases recognize the insluctors value 
in the classroom, the professors service 
to the college, and whether or not they 
have tenure. So, thepercentageincreases 
are supposedly not made on an abritrary 
or part ial basis. 
Many of the professors' salaries that 
received large percentage increases 
reflect a promotion, i.e. to department 
head, or receiving tenure. 
Despite the average 3.8% incease for 
professors in their salaries, ASC fauclty 
still falls behind in the state, the Southern, 
and the national average salaries of 
professors. 
Unless the salaries become competitive 
on a state and national level, ASQ may 
have difficulty retaining top instructors. 
Where does your tuition go? 
and Finance offices. 
By Mike Bowman 
Ever won der where your hard earned 
legal tender bearing the pictures of Jeffer­
son, Jackson, and Franklin goes to here at 
ASC? 'To finance the chess club and our 
undefeated national championship football 
team," you say? Of course not! Most of the 
money we spend on tuition each quarter 
goes to a number of valuable services. 
According to John Stegall ,Vice-Presi-
lent of A SC's Buisness and Finance Of­
fice, of the $397 matriculation fee paid by 
lie full-time student each quarter, 60% 
goes to instruction, which includes teacher 
salaries and teaching expenses. 40% goes 
o the library, plant maintenance .security, 
®d the various administrative offices inlud-
StheStudent Affairs, Registrars, Business 
acuity Lecture Series continues 
On No vember 16,1989 Dr. Janet Stone experimentation with five constitutions and 
, .i fV-vrrnc r»f anvftrnment. lnC 
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Faculty salaries reviewed 
AAUP Salary Report, Armstrong State College, 1988-89 



















Lane P 36,152 















CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS 
Harris, H H-P 55,909 59,045 5.6% 1966 
Brewer P 40,892 42,937 5.0% 1968 
Jones, G T 38,930 40,386 3.7% 1984 
Whiten P 38,472 40,000 4.0% 1970 
Stratton P 36,078 37,419 3.7% 1965 
Jaynes T 25,833 26,840 3.9% 1976 
Johnson, R.T 25,681 26,813 4.4% 1986 
Thomas, C T 24,000 24,960 4.0% 




























































Anderson, J. H-A 35,649 37,676 5.7% 1985 Smith, C. T 
Harris, R. A 29,685 30,694 3.4% 1981 Harris, K. T 
Schmidt A 28,636 29,634 3.5% 1979 LJoyd 
Campbell T 24,726 25,692 3.9% 1984 
Jensen, L* T 22,169 23,817 7.4% 1985 
Jensen, J* T 21,703 23,589 8.7% 1985 
Schultz T 20,126 23,516 16.8% 1979 LIBRARY 











25,540 26,690 4.5% 
25,354 26,392 4.1% 
24,748 25,610 3.5% 
24,500 
32,500 33,640 3.5% 
29,550 30,732 4.0% 
19,380 20,156 4.0% 
17,082 
H-P 35,115 49,340 40.5% 1981 Simpson, J. 16,500 
P 33,212 34,550 4.0% 1974 
A 30,500 31,730 4.0% 1987 
A 29,493 30,820 4.5% 1982 ATHLETICS 
A 29,000 1988 Riley, D. 32,000 33,280 4.0% 
T 26,020 26,931 3.5% 1972 Roberts, J. 28,000 29,120 4.0% 
T 25,500 1988 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
The $38.50 athletic fee sponsors various 
intercollegiate athletics programs includ­
ing the baseball, basketball ,and tennis 
teams. The $18.50 activities fee supports 
theStudentGovernment Association,inter-
mural and recreation activities; student 
clubs, organizations, and student publica­
tions, including The Inkwell. 
Mr. Stegall stated that, according to the 
Board of Regents report for the fiscal year 
1988, Armstrong spent more on instruction 
per student than any other senior college in 
the University System of Georgia,with 
$3,446 per student. Other colleges in this 
area spent significantly less with Valdosta 
St. spending $2,818, Augusta College 
$2,744, and Georgia Southern $2,728 per 
student. * 
iNuvciiiDer io,iyoy 
the History Department winds up the last three distinct forms o govemmen . 
the Faculty Lectute Series for 1989. Her United States Still lives with its original 
>ic deals with a Reflection of the French constitution as a continuous Republic 
volution from a 1989 perseetive as despite amendments and a major interval of 
scribed by Stone* civil war. Why did these two revolutions 
In 1790, Edmund Burke wrote his follow such different paths? Tune in on 
flgctionson the French Revolution when November l6^teans!^^,5^ 
Revolution had justbarely begun. From and more. consi French 
distance of two hundred years, further constiturtonal strugg 
lections naturally include a comparison Revolution can show tot die French faced 
ween the French experience and that of very different ^ 
United States. Revolution in France contemporaries in the United States. 
leashed a ten-year period of 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Martin. G. H-A 34,129 
Worthington P 38,136 

































PHYSICAL EDUCUCATION Simon+ H-A 37,329 40,857 9.5% 1974 
Sims H-P 52,341 54,391 3.9% 1955 Tanenbaum T 28,060 29,181 4.0% 1972 
Tapp P 39,532 41,113 4.0% 1959 Coursey T 25,044 25,820 3.1% 1971 
Knorr T 29,334 30,508 4.0% 1973 Edenfield T 24,011 25,122 4.6% 1983 
Ford, B T 29,111 30,275 4.0% 1976 Fleming* T 19,074 21,105 10.6% 1977 
Streater T 30,000 1988 
Lariscy T 28,391 29,526 4.0% 1976 
AenchbacherT 23,266 24,370 4.7% 1980 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Hardegree, L. H-T 38,200 39,612 3.7% 1982 
Rodgers T 25,435 27,275 7.2% 1985 
HISTORY 
Warlick H-P 49,286 51,258 4.0% 1970 NURSING (ASSOCIATE) 
Lanier P 39,130 40,656 3.9% 1965 Connor* H-T 27,999 43,500 55.4% 1980 
Duncan P 36,648 37,995 3.7% 1965 Williamson T 29,441 30,501 3.6% 1976 
Gross P 36,515 37,976 4.0% 1967 Bell, D T 29,447 30,478 3.5% 1969 
Arens P 34,834 36,263 4.1% 1974 Reilly, N T 27,500 1988 
Stone A 32,718 34,060 4.1% 1975 Miller, M T 26,247 27,476 4.7% 1970 
Patterson P 32,290 33,484 3.7% 1966 Dutko T 25,047 26,219 4.7% 1978 
Pruden, G*A 29,375 31,492 7.2% 1982 McGill T 23,000 25,000 8.7% 
Babits A 29,579 30,792 4.1% 1981 Pruden, E. T 23,569 24,773 5.1% 1985 
ComaskseyT 27,663 28,687 3.7% 1966 Mathews T 23,660 24,600 4.0% 
Clark T 23,000 24,600 7.0% 
Tims T 24,000 
LANGUAGES,LITERATURE, & DRAMATIC ARTS Wood T 23,800 
Strozier H-P 47,015 48,896 4.0% 1965 Burch T 23,000 
Brown, H. P 36,386 37,852 4.0% 1968 Gamer T 22,000 22,880 4.0% 
Brooks P 35,979 37,419 4.0% 1976 Caldwell, T 22,381 23,337 4.3% 
Raymond* P 32,341 35,500 9.8% 1983 
Noble A 32,093 33,055 3.0% 1969 NURSING (BSN) 
Suchower T 31,818 32,932 3.5% 1969 Buck, M+ H-A 39,732 43,200 8.7% 1974 
Roth* A 27,555 30,118 9.3% 1983 Bell, E A 37,000 1988 
Welsh A 28,513 29,369 3.0% 1967 Roesel A 35,449 36,861 4.0% 1984 
Jenkins A 27,582 28,410 3.0% 1985 Massey T 30,515 31,964 4.7% 1976 
Norquist T 26,436 28,043 6.1% 1980 Silcox T 29,356 30,377 3.5% 1972 
Thomas, H T 25,900 26,678 3.0% 1986 Keller T 28,980 30,134 4.0% 1970 
Cooksey T 25,000 26,000 4.0% 1987 Levett T 27,922 29,033 4.0% 1975 
Andrews T 25,500 1988 Hart T 25,851 27,078 4.7% 1986 
Martin, W. T 23,793 24,747 4.0% 1980 Conway T 25,000 25,750 3.0% 1987 
Echegoyen T 23,000 1988 Hudson, B T 24,500 1988 
MATH & COMPUTER SCIENCE RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIES 
Wheeler H-P 51,000 53,0411 4.0% 1987 Gibson, S H-T 34,219 35,587 4.0% 1983 
Shipley P 46,969 48,790 3.9% 1972 Tilson A 38,770 41,321 6.6% 1982 
Hudson, A. P 42,815 44,717 4.4% 1971 
Hudson, S. P 42,547 44,004 3.4% 1985 
Munson P 38,405 40,174 4.6% 1972 RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
Kilhefner P 38,185 39,742 4.1% 1973 Bowers H-T 39,537 41,084 3.9% 1979 
Hansen P 34,320 35,618 3.8% 1967 Mazzoli T 27,166 28,323 4.3% 1981 
Findeis T 29,210 30,175 3.3% 1968 Smith, W T 24,391 25,568 4.8% 1982 
Harbin A 28,738 29,823 3.8% 1981 
Barnard T 28,000 29,251 4.5% 1980 
Norwich T 27,116 28,341 4.5% 1980 H—Department Head 
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Ebony & Ivory 
Dear Ebony and Ivory, 
I'm in love wilh my best friend's boy­
friend and I don't know what to do. It is 
bothering me so bad it's starting to interfere 
with my schoolwork. I flunked my first 
pre-calculus test. I feel likel should tell her. 
I think he knows how I feel about him. Do 
I risk my friendship for a chance at happi­




What about school? Do you actually 
feel that getting your best friend's boy­
friend is worth the challenge of risking a 
very good education? List your priorities. 
Look at your situation. Is he really worth 
that much? Keep your mouth shut, don't 
risk your friendship for that chance, and 
find happiness in your books. The rewards 
will be much greater!! 
* * * 
Dear Ebony and Ivory, 
I met a very nice guy who I find quite 
interesting. The only thing that bothers me 
is that he is one of the ball players and he 
flirts with all the girls. He makes me feel 
like I'm his and there is no one else when 
we 're alone, but he treats me different when 




I would dribble him down the court 
and out of the gym. If this ball player can't 
show you his feelings in front of his friends 
then something is wrong. This guy needs to 
get his head out of the basket and down to 
earth. Find someone who treats you special 
all of the time and don' t settle for the behind 
closed doors romance. 
* * * 
Dear Ebony and Ivory, 
I have a friend whom I think is preju­
diced. Even though I am white I can see 
how he treats the black people in schol. It 
makes me sick! Do I omit him as a friend all 
together or do I tell him what I think? 
Yours truly, 
Open Minded 
Dear Open Minded, 
People have a right to their own opin­
ions but if these beliefs go against your own 
then it 's time to take action. Don't just 
blow this friend off. Tell him how you feel 
and talk things out. He might not realize 
how rude his behavior is and you just might 
be the remedy for his sickness. •> 
Your letters to Ebony & 
Ivory can be placed in the 
white box by the entrance 
to the cafeteria line in MCC. 
You letter could be next! 
THE GOURMET 
NOSE ITS TRUFFLES. 
We're proud to serve you the freshest and finest of 
everything - homemade soups, crisp garden salads, and our 
I delicious French bread sandwiches. Or try our specialties 
- gourmet pizzas, grilled seafood, and south of the border 
*7 o?S' And With lunches starting at $2.95 and dinner at 
$7.95, no one nose great food at a terrific price like Truffles 
tub News philanthropic causes. Projection vides Health Opportunities for Everywhere. They send relief monev 
and medical supplies worldwide f 
natural disasters such as the earning 
in San Francisco. 
Last year our "Wishing Well forProi 
ect Hope" was a great success. ~ 
\ CAFE 
110% d,scount for ASC students with valid student II 
lunch anc Dinner at Fines center - Biltcn Beac klanc 
anc Ihe Frcrrenace at Cglethcrpe Mall - Savannah 
Panhellenic Association 
I The Panhellenic Association of Arm-
strong would like to announce its Faculty 
I App reciation Breakfast in observance of 
Faculty Appreciation month. The , ^ y 
Panhellenic Association is composed of ing students throw pennies in the f0J 
members from both Alpha Gamma Delta tain in the middle of campus, we raised 
and Phi Mu sororities. The breakfast will $70 for Project Hope. We would apnre 
be held Thursday, November 20 form date your help this year in reaching 
7:30-8:20a.m.inthefacultydiningroom. goal of $100. 
I Any interested faculty should R.S.V.P. The sisters of Phi Mu are also bus 
by contacting the Student Affairs office planning our annual Christmas Ball to be 
ext. 5271 and speak to Lynn Benson. held at the Plantation Club. 
I phi Mu Anyone interested interested in Phi 
The sisters of the Kappa Omicron chap- Mu should contact Lisa Hamilton 
ter of Phi Mu are having a big year. Rush 
I this year was a huge success. We would 
I officially like to welcome our new pledges: 
Melissa Dove, Amanda Estes, Lorry Sue 
I Bolton, Tonja Moore, Susan Mason, Tri-
Icia Barr, Dina Vogel, Stacie Willette, 
Holly Smith, Suzanne Patton, Alysha 
JMoldanado, Heather Vanderbuilt, and 
| Alisha Jolliffe. 
We have an exciting year planned. 
I November 1 was the 20th birthday of the 
[Kappa Omicron chapter here at Arm­
strong. We started off the week of cele­
bration with a party for our alumni and 
| members. 
Novemeber 1-8 also marked our fun ™...auu..6 c..g,„ceniig aocieiy o as 
kraiser Wishing Well for Project" Proj- weekly meetings every Thursday at 12:30 
ope is one of Phi Mu national in Solms 202. Everyone is welcome. 
through the Student Activities office 
Engineering Society 
On Tuesday, October 31, the Aim. 
strong Engineering Department hosted the 
coordinators of the Regents Engineering 
Transfer Program (RETP) from n ine 
schools. The delegates saw a slide show 
presentation covering the general activi 
ties of the Engineering Department. The 
delegates toured the cam pus a nd were 
given a short demonstration of the engi­
neering microcomputer labinSolmsHall. 
The coordinators concluded their day with 
a discussion of the transfer opportunities 
available to engineering students. The 
Armstrong Engineering Society 
Back by popular demand... 
God&th?fe Lunch time 
v" extravaganza 
A mini Pizza and soft drink 
for only $1.89 or trip through 
our lunch buffet with Pizza, 
Pasta, Garlic Bread, Salad, 
and Soft Drink for only $2.7 
Available only at our 
Abercorn store, just south o 
I .Armstrong. Good from 
11:30am till 1:30pm with 
Your Armstrong ID. 
Lane Library presents... 
Another way computers make life easier 
Lane Library now has two indexes on ERIC, on the other hand, is subject specific. 
It indexes only journals and documents 
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Making the most of the Montesorri method 
computers, more specifically on CD-ROM. 
These indexes are Infotrack and ERIC. 
Hopefully this article may answer some of 
your questions about our "computerized 
indexes." 
What is CD-ROM? 
CD-ROM stands for Compact Disk-
Read Only Memory. CD-ROM is an optical 
disk storage system similar to the CDs you 
can buy at record stores. CD-ROMs store 
information rather than music and a lot of it 
One of these thin silver disks contains as 
much information as 46 volumes of printed 
material. Microcomputers are used to "read" 
and display the information stored on CD-
ROMs. 
What kind of information do the CD-
ROMs provide? 
Both CD-ROMs are indexes and will 
display and print out references to article in 
magazines. The CD-ROM indexes do not 
contain the full text of the article, but often 
give you abstracts or summaries of articles. 
What kind of materials are indexed? 
Infotrack and ERIC index different types 
of magazines. Infotrack is a general index 
where you can search a variety of topics. It 
covers variou s types of magazines, from 
the Journal of the American Medical 
Association to Rollingstone. Infotrack is 
an especially good source for researching 
current eve nts as it is updated monthly. 
about education. Rollingstone is not 
covered by ERIC, but journals read by 
education majors from Academic Therapy 
to Youth and Society are indexed in ERIC. 
What are the advantages of searching 
on CD-ROM? 
1. Searching on a computer with CD-
ROM allows you to search through several 
years at one time. Most paper indexes 
cover only one year at a time, but Infotrack 
spans three years and ERIC covers five. 
2. Both Infotrack and ERIC will print 
out your references. 
3. ERIC's computerized index allows 
you to combine concepts more quickly and 
efficiently than printed indexes. For 
example, with ERIC you can limit your 
search to only those articles which are about 
creative thinking and elementary school 
children. 
Using an index on CD-ROM does have 
one disadvantage: only one person can 
search at a time. CD-ROMs and 
microcomputers are expensive so we cannot 
afford to buy as many as we would like. 
Where can I learn to use them? 
Both ERIC and Infotrack have "built-
in" tutorials. The reference librarians have 
also made a "Step by Step Guide to ERIC." 
But the best way to get help with these 
indexes is to ask a librarian! • 
by Pam Copeland 
The Montessori method of learning is a 
very unique and different style of learning 
compared to the more common approaches 
used in education. The Montessori method 
encompasses and utilizes all facets of the 
human body — not just the mind. 
The method was invented by an Italian 
doctor named Maria Montessori in 1908. 
Montessori believed that "Education is, for 
the whole, is for the whole child. Unlike 
traditional education that emphasizes only 
the academic, [the Montessori method 
involves] the emotional, intellectual, and 
spiritual development of the child." 
The method "is based on the child's 
needs at specific periods in his development, 
which allows the child to explore materials 
and experience through which to develop 
his intelligence as well as his physical and 
psychological abilities." 
The psychological aspects of the 
Montessori method have been defined, but 
why is it seemingly better than traditional 
methods of learning? 
One answer is that, according to 
Montessori, children have "sensitive 
periods" and "absorbantminds." Sensitive 
periods occur when children reveal 
"aptitudes and potentialities which 
afterwards will diminish greatly." For 
example, children will be interested in 
certain learning projects during this period, 
but once the period passes, these same 
projects will become difficult and 
uninteresting to the child. The absorbant 
mind refers to the fact that a child's mind 
unconsciously and continuously absorbs 
impressions from the environment. 
This mental capacity diminishes in adult 
life. However, the child can use this 
capability to build up his conscious life. Dr. 
Montessori believed that "the child's most 
absorbant learning experience is from birth 
to age six." Part of a child's Montessori 
training involves capturing and utilizing 
these sensitive periods and the child's 
absorbant mind. The Montessori teacher is 
trained to spot these developments as they 
occur. The child may not realize when he 
is going through these periods, but he 
displays certain actions that clue the teacher 
in to what he is going through. 
Another advantage of the Montessori 
method is that the children learn at their 
own pace, and there is more of an 
opportunity for individualized instruction 
by the teacher. They also learn manners 
before the age of six. Montessori children 
enter school at two and a half years of age 
in order to be psychologically and 
intellectually trained in the Montessori 
method. By the children knowing their 
manners, the teacher is better able to focus 
on teaching instead of wasting valuable 
class time scolding children. 
This has been a brief explanation of the 
Montessori method. If you want to know 
more, contact Suzanne Chanongreenberg 
at the Savannah Montessori School. • 
File 
With Macintosh 
you can even do this: 
Macintosh®computers have always been easy to use. But they've never 
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale. 
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety 
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals. 
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer 






r i  




The Macintosh Sale. 
Now through January 31. 
ASC Bookstore 
© 1989Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, ti 
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This could be the year for 
,ip®KTri 
by Chris Foster 
Every year at this time we see numerous 
preseason reports on the college basketball 
scene. Sports Illustrated and Street and 
Smith are two names that we are more 
familiar with when it comes to preseason 
picks. They always say that this team has 
potential and 
this team is 
e x p e c t i n g  
this player to 
fill the vacant 
l e a d e r s h i p  
shoes. Do you 
really believe 
S)(o)fo) 
everything that you read? Probably not if 
you are a knowledgeable sports fan. 
I approached this article in the same 
fashion, and now I see why so many 
sportswriters often say the same things about 
so many teams. There are just too many 
variables to consider when previewing a 
basketball team. Will the junior college 
players be able to fit in with the other 
juniors and seniors? How will the freshman 
react to the change in the caliber of play? 
These questions and more faced me as I 
wrote this preseason report on the 
Armstrong State Pirate's Men's Basketball 
program. 
The first thing that I noticed about this 
year's roster is that there is a large number 
of Juniors on this year's squad. There are 
eight in all, with four of them transferring in 
from junior colleges. Terry Acox, a transfer 
from Seminole Juco in Sanford, Florida, 
was one of the top fifty JC players last year 
and adds to the squad the ability to play 
above the rim. Another transfer who should 
add some offensive zip is Jimmy Thomas. 
He played ball at North Greenville JC in 
South Carolina where he led his team to a 
33-4 record last season. He is an excellent 
outside shooter, hitting seven three-pointers 
in a game last season at North Greenville 
JC. 
Returning from last year's squad are 
Eric Hathcock, Tyrone Green, Avery 
Taylor, Marcus Robinson, Doug Layman, 
and Montreal Freeman. Hathcock and 
Taylor will be looked upon to provide the 
leadership for this year's squad. Hathcock 
led the team 
with 14.8 
ppg and as 
the second 
l e a d i n g  
rebounder. 
The top 
r e b o u n d e r  
CD 
was Taylor, averaging 7.6 boards a game 
and, second to Hathcock, scoring with a 
14.6 average. Robinson is the team's 
returning leader in assists and is expected to 
excite the fans with his play-making ability. 
Another factor for the team will be if 
Freeman can return to full strength after an 
off season automobile accident. The team 
will need his size in the middle for offense 
as well as for defense. The squad has only 
freshman, Jermaine Bigham, a former 
Windsor Forest High School standout. He 
is a player who gives one hundred percent 
but will have to battle for playing time. 
The team will face some tough challenges 
from teams like Florida Institute of 
Technology, Lincoln Memorial, and Ferris 
State. Coach Doug Riley feels that these 
will be the toughest opponents as he tries to 
improve on last year's 16-12 record. 
Overall, the team appears to have a 
great deal of potential and should have a 
good season. The main thing to look for is 
whether the juco transfers can adjust to the 
Armstrong game plan and become a 
cohesive unit. If this hap ens we can expect 
great things from the Armstrong Pirates.•> 
The Official 
























R.S.: Los Angeles 
C. F.: Los Angeles 
Midwest 
R.S.: San Antonio 
C.F.: Utah 
Finals: 
R.S.: L.A. vs Chicago 
2.F.: L.A. vs Boston 
Intramurals 
Flag football standings 
-End of regular season-
Men 
1 Longshots 9-0 6 89'ers 4-5 
2 New Breed 7-2 7 Clippers 3-6 
3 Road Warriors 7-2 8 ROTC 2-7 
4 Waterboys 6-2-1 9 Dropouts 1-8 
5 BSU 5-3-1 10 Trojans 0-9 
1 Longshots 6-0 
2 New Breed 4-2 
Women 
3 Phi Mu 2-4 
4 A.G.D. 0-6 
Punting Contest 
. Men Women 
1st Ferrell Davidson 1st Maria Vinueza 
2nd Christopher Fleming 2nd Lisa Hightower 
Pumpkin Fun Run 
1.1 mile: 2.2 mile: 
Men Michael VanDriel Men Mike McClintock 
Women Ana Jarquin Women Lucy Newsome 
J 
ACROSS 
1 Part of chair 
back 
6 Assumed name 
11 Costs 
13 The armpit 
14 Cooled lava 
15 Entwined 




21 In favor of 
22 Seines 
24 Through 
25 Emerald isle 
26 Drunkards 
28 Pagan 
30 Top of house 
32 Old name for 
Thailand 
33 Haphazard 
35 Prominent actor 
37 Theater box 
38 Uncooked 
40 Short jacket 
42 White House 
nickname 
43 Eskimo boat 
45 Greek letter 




52 Having limits 
54 Anglo-Saxon 
slaves 
55 Fork prongs 
DOWN 
1 Country of 
Europe 








5 Athletic group 
6 Cutting tools 
7 Cover 
8 Negative prefix 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
9 Visigoth king 
10 Drawing room 
12 Break suddenly 





21 One first in r ank 
23 Rock 








33 Mechanical men 
34 Cripple 
36 Spin 
37 Fall into disuse 
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Cosmic Thing hits Savannah 
A Review 
by Dee Shurling 
photo by C. Elizabeth Rodgers 
Adam Harbaugh p lays a solo In front of the ASC Jazz Ensamble 
ASC represented at Sav. Jazz Festival 
By C. Elizabeth Rodgers 
On October 21, the ASC Jazz Ensemble 
played for the 1989 Savannah Jazz Festi­
val. The Jazz Ensemble, directed by Ran­
dall Reese, consists of ASC students and 
community mus icians. The guest soloist 
for the performance was Teddy Adams, a 
Savannah native. This great jazz trombon­
ist has taught music at Savannah State and 
has worked with Cab Calloway. 
The talents of several individuals in the 
ensemble were displayed trhough arrange­
ments, compositions and solos. Jim Ryan, 
a music major, arranged one piece, "Povo". 
The piece "TJ." was written by Randall 
Reese in honor of Tom Johnson, the light-
Sav. Symphony 
and ASC choir to 
perform in F. A. 
ing specialist for the Fine Arts Auditorium. 
There were many soloists for the concert 
including Danny Kiene, Adam Harbaugh, 
Jim Ryan, and Nancy Witt. 
You'll have an opportunity to hear this 
talented group on Monday, November 20th 
at 8:00 pm in the Fine Arts Auditorium. 
There will be no charge for admission. • 
"Is that you chitlins?" 
"Yes." 
"This is your porkrinds." 
"What do you want?" 
If this conversation doesn't sound out of 
this world to you, you were probably at the 
B-52 's concert on November 2. You proba­
bly pogo-ed till you puked, you probably 
shook your cosmic thing all over the place, 
you probably narrowly missed being 
trampled by drunk rangers trying to slam to 
"Rock Lobster." If you weren't there you 
probably should have been. 
The B-52's are the premier party band in 
the world today. They began as justanother 
band on the college circuit in Athens but 
such funky classics as "Mesopotamia" 
brought them national exposure. After 
several semi-successful albums and a well 
established cult following, the band was 
devastated by the death of guitarist Ricky 
Wilson. This happened right before the 
release of "Bouncing Off the Satellites", an 
album the band never toured to support. 
With the release of the new record, 
"Cosmic Thing", the Bs move back into the 
familiar territory of taking their show on 
the road and into the unfamiliar territory of 
having a hit single. 
Opening act Love Tractor was an unex­
pected bonus who held the audience's at­
tention, if they didn't get them dancing. 
This is possibly the only drawback to hav­
ing a concert in the Johnny Mercer Theater, 
you don't want to be the only one dancing. 
Of course Love Tractor is based in Athens, 
for all you non-Athens gurus out there. 
Besides playing some really cool music 
and wearing some really funky hats, Love 
T ractor also plugged the PET A (People for 
the Ethical Treatment of Animals) booth 
set up outside. Both bands mentioned the 
organization and professed vegetarianism 
as a way of life. The B-52s also alluded to 
such concerns as pollution, global warm­
ing, and destruction of the rainforest in their 
songs and stage talk. This is no surprise 
coming from a band that toured extensively 
for the "Don't Bungle the Jungle" project 
The crowd went nuts when the Bs hit the 
stage, and it suddenly didn't matter any 
more if you had seats in the second row 
because there were people three deep in 
front of you. 
Keyboardist Kate Pierson's green fringe 
dress was the visual focus of the evening, 
while Fred Schneider's nerdy-hip vocals 
commanded everyone to dance, be merry, 
and have a great time. The band drew 
heavily from their latest record, but didn't 
neglect such staples as "Planet Claire", 
"Private Idaho" and "Strobe". The set 
lasted a good hour and a half and, after two 
encores, the crowd left sweaty and ex­
hausted but throughly happy, humming 
"Channel Z". • 
by C. Elizabeth Rodgers 
You will have the chance to hear the 
ASC Concert Choir, along with the Savan­
nah Symphony Chorale, perform "Flos 
Campi" with the symphony on November 
18. "Flos Campi", Italian for "Flowers of 
the Field", was composed in 1925 by Ralph 
Vaughan Williams (1872-1958). Other 
pieces on the program will be Hadyn's 
Symphony #101 (the "Military Sym­
phony"), and Mozart's Eb Piano Concerto 
K. 271. 
Armstrong's Concert Choir consists of 
approximately 50 students and is directed 
hy Dr. Robert Harris. There are many non-
music majors in the choir, and any inter­
ested students are encouraged to join. 
If you w ould like to attend the Flos 
Campi" co ncert, contact the Symphony 
Office at 236-9536. On November 28 in 
the Fine Arts Auditorium, the Concert Choir 
will perform a Christmas concert. •> 
CLASSIFIEDS ©L^SSOFOEP: 
* A ll of the below classifieds .denoted with 
the (*), were placed thru the ASC placement 
office, which can furthur assist you in your 
search for employment now and upon 






Judith M. Heck, Attorney-
Secretary—send resume 



























Advance Business Forms-Delivery/ 
Warehouse-925-8084 
Southbridge Racket Club-Tennis 
Court Maintenace-651-5466 
Dr. Larry Dunn-Dental Hygienist-
283-4525 
USDA-Student Worker-233-7981 
Dutch Island Real Estate-Host/ 
Hostess-351-9133 
Coastal Heritage Society-Museum & 
grounds maint.-236-5126 
Savannah Christian Day Care-Day 
care worker-233-9607 
C&C-Teller-apply in person 
Coastal Carrier Delivery Services-
Delivery-748-5024 
PAID ADS 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. 
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk18201 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED 
VEHICALS from $100. Fords, 
Merecedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus 
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 Ext. 
A18201 
ATTENTION _ HIRING! Government jobs 
- your area. $17,940 - $69,485. Call 1 -
602-838-8885. Ext. R18201 
Would you like to offer Discover Credit 
Cards? Are you available for only a few 
hours/week? If so, call 1 -800-932-0528 ext. 
3. We'll pay you as much as $10.00/hour. 
Only ten positions available. 
WANTED 
Nanny/ Childcare positions available. Full 
time live in situations with families in the 
BOSTON area. Includes room and board, 
automobile, insurance. Salary ranges 
from $150 to $300 per week. Great way 
to experience Boston families, culture, 
history, and beaches. Call or write THE 
HELPING HAND, INC. 25 WEST STREET 
BEVERLY FARMS, MA. 0 1915. 1-800-
356-3422. 
MEDICAL STUDENTS 
Need Cash? Can't afford medical school? 
Achieving your goal of becoming a 
physician can be a difficult and costly 
task. The U.S. Navy Medical Corps has a 
way for you to realize your ambition and 
relieve you of the financial burden of your 
medical education. Call 1-800-922-2135 
in SC or 1 -800-845-5640 in GA, M-F, 8:00 
AM - 4:30 PM. 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/ 
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL 
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean. 
Hawaii. Bahamas, South Pacific. Mexico. 
CALL NOW! Call refundable. 
1-206-736-0775, Ext.826J_ 
Jobs in Alaska 
HIRING Men - Women • Summer/ 
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING, 
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION 
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room 
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable 
1 -206-736-0775, Ext.826H. 
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D.C.: The real,untold story 
i>a Baa <§> 
by Scoop McGee 
I have heard the recent reports of a group 
of Armstrong students taking a class trip to 
Washington, D.C. After rumors began 
circulating concerning what really happened 
during the trip, I set out to find the REAL 
story. Fortunately I uncovered a source 
who was actually on the trip who was 
willing to lalk.He tells a tale of a very 
exclusive, expensive trip which is far dif­
ferent from what earlier reports have led us 
to believe. 
The group claims to have made the trek 
to Washington in a small, uncomfortable 
mini-van. In reality, the group traveled to 
Washington via chartered jet, touching 
down on the capital at 10:00 A.M. Monday, 
October 27. From the airport the group was 
whisked by stretch limo (they claim to have 
traveled by subway) to the highly luxurious 
and expensive Intercontinental Hotel Har­
rington. From there the group set out an a 
series of meetings with the uppermost creme 
de la creme of Washington, wining and 
dining with everyone from senators to the 
President himself. 
On Monday morning, after checking 
into the luxurious hotel (which goes for 
around $450 a night), the group traveled 
over to the White House for brunch with the 
President and First Lady. Two members 
skipped the brunch and went straight to 
Capital Hill to lobby for funds for a new 
parking lot at Armstrong. Running into 
Dan Quayle at the White House, the group 
accepted his offer for dinner at the Vice 
President's mansion at the Naval Observa­
tory. Barbara Bush, who had just gotten 
back from taking Millie to the dog groom-
ers, said she and George would love to have 
dinner too. With the dinner date set, the 
group traveled over to the Pentagon for a 
briefing with the Secretary of Defense 
(here's another cover-up — the group re­
ported to have met only with the Secretary's 
speech writer.) After discussing military 
strategy for a while, it was off to lunch with 
the President's Chief of Staff, John Sununu. 
(Yet another story — the students claim 
they met only with Bush's chief lobbyist, 
Fred McClure.) 
Meanwhile, the two students at the 
Capital were still lobbying for the parking 
lot funds. 
After lunch with John, several of the 
students retired back to the hotel for an af­
ternoon nap, but two of the guys went over 
to Embassy Row looking for foreign 
women. (Here is a major cover-up—there 
was no mention of the adventures on 
Embassy Row). Finding two young Pari­
sian girls at the French embassy, the four­
some set out for a wild nigh t at Washington's 
HardRockCafe. Thesetwostudentshaven't 
been heard from since. 
Meanwhile, the two students at the 
Capital were still lobbying for parking lot 
funds. 
Back at the hotel, President Bush had 
called and asked if anyone wanted to take a 
little joyride in Marine One. Marilyn Quayle 
called and said she had sent to New York 
for some real New York style pizza dinner. 
While on the way to the Vice-President's 
mansion, Secretary of State James Baker 
spotted the group at a red-light and came 
>• ' 
photo by Beth Cohen, SPS 
Instead of paving the parking lot by Victor Hall, the administration 
has had a new lot paved right behind MCC In response to student s 
complaints over the parking situation this quarter. 
........... 
The official Inkwell 
Top Ten List 
From the home office in Pooler 
Top ten things overheard at Georgia Southern: 
10. "Which way to the endzone?" 
9. Isn t Erk sporting a new hairdo these days?" 
8. "Hmmmm. Do I study or do I watch Divorce Court?" 
1• "But I don't have enough fingers to add 8 + 3!" 
6. How many U's in duplomuh?" 
S' Wrt SlC,,""n M"C"- ""> State" We suck in the whole damn university system!!!" 
4. "Does becoming a university mean we're going on probation?" 
3. "Didn't that Shakespeare guy write Rocky Horror ?» 
2. "Oh look! ASC just topped 3600. Thev might h* 
with us (snicker, snicker)!!! catching up 
1. "How do you spell GSU anyway?" 
over to chat. James ended up joining the 
group for dinner. George and Barbara 
arrived late, shortly after the pizza arrived. 
After the meal Dan challenged the guests to 
a good game of UNO. The group stayed up 
playing UNO until 2 A.M. Then the party 
moved over to the White House, where a 
few of the students were reported to have 
been frolicking in the Rose Garden and the 
fountain on the front lawn. 
Getting back to the luxurious Intercon­
tinental Hotel Harrington (home of the four 
star Hotel Harrington Kitcheteria) around 7 
A.M., the students slept until noon. They 
then traveled over to Capital Hill for a few 
nefings with Senator Sam Nunn, Majority 
Leader Robert Mitchell, and Speaker of the 
House Tom Foley. Lindsey Thomas hosted 
Sam Robert, Tom and the group at a pri­
vate luncheon at Union Station. (Another 
he — the group would have us believe they 
met only briefly with Representative Tho­
mas ) After the luncheon the students took 
the l,mo over to the National Zoo to see 
g Llng, toe famous panda bear. Unfor­
tunately, Ling Ling was in L.A. 
That night, the group set out for a night 
on the town in some of Georgetown's most 
exclusive clubs. They ran into Dan Rather 
and Ted Koppel and ended up bac k at 
Ted's, shooting tequila and listening to the 
real scoop on various politicians. 
Meanwhile, back at the capital, the two 
students were still relating the tragedy of a 
campus with too many students and not 
enough parking spaces. 
Meeting again with the Bushes the next 
morning, the group had a farewell breakfast 
at the White House. Dan and Marylin 
accompanied them to the airport, where the 
two student lobbyists arrived with great 
news $ 100,000 had been allocated for a 
new parking lot at ASC to alleviate th e 
North Jacksonville parking situation. 
(Where will the new lot be built? South 
Brunswick.) The group took the chartered 
jet back to Savannah, fully ready to lie to us 
all about how unremarkable the trip was. 
But now you know the real Washington, 
D.C. story. •> 
Russell Bazemore poses with th* D- photo by l c u-photo 861 
P ses w.th the Pres and Barbie after Sunday B 
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U. by Mark Weitaman NO EXIT by Eric Andresen 
"We need to mess-up this place before 
everyone gets here. 
Xdia&J 
•HAS BRAIN THE SlZE OF SMALL WALMuT. 
-CACKLES LOUDLV 
•CAM B E HVPNdTiZEP WiTH ONE FiN^ER 
CRoWS AT PAWN 
CAN DROWN IN RAlMSToRM: 
EATS CHICKEN FEED 
•CROSSES RoAD To GCTTb OTHER SlDE 
COST.5 7<?A/LB 
LAVS EGGS FbR A UVMQ-. 
'̂ --H^BRAlH SlZE OF LARGE WALNuT. 
LES SOFTLV 
HVPMOSIS REQUIRES T*0 FiNtfERS. 
•SLEEPS 1IL WooN. 
•RARELV DROWNS IN RAINSTORM. 
EATS CHICKENS. 
IAS N o IDEA VJTN HE CROSSES JFOAFC 
loSTS 4200,000/VEAR. 
DOES NOTHING FOR A UVINQ-. 






ATTEMPT TO APPEAR 
FUTW MEETS With 
UNMITIGATED J H5A5TER 
APE EFFECTS OF 
"OAT BRAN O VERDOSE* 
Will BEG<N "T o 
SURFACE. 






\<REZ 15 50 
Jrauy, 
. T WENTY! 
GEORGE MICHAEL WiLL 
APOLOGIZE FbR MAKING 




&?* «TWr Wow 
' WW 
HIHKITJTF! 
r v f. •' • 
ADVICE TO PRE-LAW: 
P^ESHMEFJ^B RTTIS MVCONSIDERED/̂  
ORNlON THAT VOU 
A PWEEB' 
CHEERlEADIMQ-: 
pDiO &U KHcW... 
I knew I'd gain weight in college 




McDonald s Special 
for flSC students 
showing your valid student I.D. you can get 
e regular drink with the purchase of a regu a 
sandwich and regular fries or 
a large drink with the purchase o a g 
sandwich and large fries. 
You worked on that gQldeatan alt-summer. 
fow Keep It! 
s=ra=x== 
>ride Po t̂je S 
Bacf̂ ^S^ool Tannine Special 
\ X ber 11400 Abercorn at Larg^Bjy 10512 corn Ext. 
927-9386 Offer expires: November 30, 1989 927-3957 
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Theatre Armstrong Masquers 
"The Diary of Anne Frank" 
a dramatization by: 
Frances Goodrich 
and Albert Hackett 
November 16-18 
nightly at 8:00 
The Playhouse 
in Jenkins Hall 
Armstrong State College 
Admission $4 
free for ASC staff & students For reservations and information 
927-5354 
Join the Inkwell staff... 
...see the world 
PUZZLE SOLUTION 
BEAT YOUR HUHGER 
WITH A CLUB. 
s  P  L  A  T  | A  L  1  A  S  
p  R  1  C  E  S B  [ A  L  1  L  L  A  
A  A l  \ T  A  N  G  L  E  D  |A  L  
I  T  S  A  L  E  S  |P  R  O  
N  E  T  s  P  E  R  •  R  1  N  
I  s  0  T  S  ' E l  T  H  N  1  c  • • • R  O  O  I F  S i  1  A  M  |• I  I R  A  N  D  o  M  S  T  A  R  
L  0  G  E  • R  A  W  E  T  O  N l  
A  B  
a  1 U  M  1  A  K  E  T  A  P  O  • S  T  A  M  1  N  A l  A  M  
S  T  R  E  E  TJ F 1  N 1  T E  
t  S  N E  S l  T 1  N E  S  
When your hunger just won't quit, beat it with a Subway Club, 
s loaded with ham, turkey, roast beef and free fixin's Look 
out wimpy burgers. Subway's Club is the serious weapon 
against big appetites. Now you can get $1 off any footlong 
sub with purchase of Medium drink. Not good with any other 
offer. Expires 29 November, 1989 
Good at Subway on Abercorn Ext. behind the new McDonalds 
*SUBWRV* 
Continued from page 1 
these men was how to go about getting a job 
in national politics, and the answer was 
always the same — start looking in the 
legislative branch, which numerically has 
the most possibilities, and work up from 
there. 
Our last stop was the Capital building. 
Congress was in a flurry because of the vote 
to override Bush's veto of funding for 
abortions of indigent women in cases of 
rape and incest. The House was not able to 
raise enough votes to override, which 
brought up in my mind questions about the 
validity of letting one man's vote count 
more than the votes of over 200 others. 
At the Capital we had a meeting with 
Lindsey Thomas, representative from this 
district. Although there had been a mixup 
in meeting times, Thomas was very gra­
cious about it and still spent a some time 
Definitions by Joseph Babuia 
Capitalism - If you have two cows, 
you sell one and buy a cow. 
Communism - If you have two 
cows, the government takes them, 
milks them, and sells you the milk. 
Socialism - If you have two cows, 
you give one to your neighbor. 
Nazism - If you have two cows, the 
government takes the cows, 
shoots you, milks the cows, and 
pours the milk away. 
with us. He also took us to the gallery to 
watch the House in session. Unfortunately, 
we had missed the abortion funding vote 
and the debate going on,which was about 
illegal aliens, was not very well attended. 
However, we did see some familiar repre­
sentatives and utilized Ealy, as we had 
throughout the trip, as a walking encyclo­
pedia of politics to tell us who was who. 
We left Wednesday afternoon for the 
long trip home, which was made shorter by 
our philosophical conversations and ter­
rible jokes. Many of us took with us th e 
desire to come back and work over the 
summer or after graduation. Who knows, 
maybe there were a couple of uture bigshots 
among us. What else would you expect 
from such a top-notch group of polysci 
majors? • 
